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After centuries of wandering through the galaxy in search of other life, the crew of the 
starship Argonos, the home to generations of humans, is lured by an unidentified 
transmission to a nearby planet, where they come face to face with a brutal tragedy and a 
haunting alien mystery. Reprint.

Richard Paul Russo is the author of the Philip K. Dick Award-winning novel, Ship of Fools, 
and the critically-acclaimed Carlucci series, including Destroying Angel, Carlucci's Edge, and 
Carlucci's Heart. 
 We had not made landfall in more than fourteen years. One disastrous choice of a star 
after another. The captain viewed this string of failures as absurdly bad luck; the bishop, as 
divine intervention. Either way, I saw it as prelude to the captain's downfall, which would 
almost certainly mean my own downfall as well. 
When we detected a transmission from the world that would later be called Antioch, I 
sensed opportunity. But opportunity for whom? The captain, or his enemies? It was 
impossible to say. The captain's position was tenuous at best, and everything was 
uncertain aboard the Argonos.
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